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ABSTRACT

Text is the most widely used means of exchanging or expressing knowledge and information in
the real world. Recently, researches on structuring unstructured text data for text analysis have been
actively performed. One of the most representative document embedding method (i.e. doc2Vec)
generates a single vector for each document using the whole corpus included in the document.
This causes a limitation that the document vector is affected by not only core words but also other
miscellaneous words. Additionally, the traditional document embedding algorithms map each document
into only one vector. Therefore, it is not easy to represent a complex document with interdisciplinary
subjects into a single vector properly by the traditional approach. In this paper, we introduce a multivector document embedding method to overcome these limitations of the traditional document
embedding methods. After introducing the previous study on multi-vector document embedding, we
visually analyze the effects of the multi-vector document embedding method. Firstly, the new method
vectorizes the document using only predefined keywords instead of the entire words. Secondly, the
new method decomposes various subjects included in the document and generates multiple vectors for
each document. The experiments for about three thousands of academic papers revealed that the single
vector-based traditional approach cannot properly map complex documents because of interference
among subjects in each vector. With the multi-vector based method, we ascertained that the
information and knowledge in complex documents can be represented more accurately by eliminating
the interference among subjects.

Keywords: Big data, Document embedding, Knowledge representation, Multi-vector embedding,
Text analytics
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1. Introduction

to these advantages, distributed representation is
widely used for embedding text data. In addition,

Text is the most widely used means of

Word2Vec(Mikolov et al. 2013), which is the most

exchanging or expressing knowledge and

widely used technique for semantic embedding of

information in the real world(Witten 2004). Unlike

words in text mining, is also based on distributed

structured data, which can be applied to various

representation.

operations and traditional analysis techniques,

Recently, researches have been made to embed

text data should be structured into a form that

sentences, documents as well as words in various

the computer can accept before main analysis.

aspects. Particularly, many schemes have been

It is called “Embedding” that arbitrary objects

developed to support the rapidly increasing

are mapped to a specific vector space while

demand for analysis of document embedding.

their original maintaining algebraic properties.

Among them, doc2Vec(Quoc and Mikolov 2014)

In the text analytics area, there are “Word

which extends word2Vec and embeds each

Embedding”, which represents a word by a vector,

document into one vector is most widely used.

and “Document Embedding”, which represents

The doc2Vec has the advantage that documents

a document by a vector. The most classic way

and words are represented in the same vector

to structure words is One-hot Encoding. This

space. However, since doc2Vec uses the whole

method generates a word vector space having a

corpus included in a document, there is a limit

dimension corresponding to the size of a word set,

that a document vector is affected by not only

assigns an index to each word, sets the dimension

core meaningful words but also other meaningless

value of the index corresponding to the word to

words. Another limitation of traditional document

1, and the other dimension value to 0. Although

embedding is that it always maps each document

this method is easy to understand and implement,

into a single corresponding vector. For example,

it shows some limitations that the calculation

suppose that there is a complex document that

cost increases with the increase in the number

covers multiple topics such as politics, economy,

of words and the generated word vectors do not

and sports. Ideally, this document should be

sufficiently reflect the meaning of the words.

mapped not only into a vector of political themes

Unlike the One-hot Encoding method, the

but also into a vector of economic and sports

distributed representation method represents

themes at the same time. However, since the

the target data as a dense vector that consists of

doc2Vec embedding does not deals with each of

continuous real value(Hinton 1986). This method

these subjects separately but represent the whole

not only reduces computational complexity, but

document as a single vector, complex documents

also has the advantage of being able to perform

tend to be embedded into a vector of wrong

similarity analysis by comparing word vectors. Due

space that are not close to any space in politics,
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economy, and sports.

method. <Figure 1> intuitively shows the goal

Therefore, recently, we proposed a new multi-

of this study. <Figure 1> is part of the visualized

vector document embedding method(박종인·

results of applying the multi-vector document

김남규 2019) to overcome these limitations of

embedding to real set of documents. More details

the traditional document embedding methods

can be found in Chapter 4. <Figure 1(a)> shows

represented by doc2Vec. Firstly, to solve the

the result of the traditional embedding method

limitations that a document vector is affected by

which represents one document as one vector. In

many meaningless words, the proposed method

this figure, each circle indicates each document

vectorizes a document using only the word vectors

of combined subjects such as “Humanities +

of keywords in the document instead of using the

Engineering”, “Humanities + Medicine”, and

entire document. Secondly, the proposed method

“Humanities + Natural Sciences”. In <Figure

separates keyword groups by clustering and then

1(b)>, each circle indicates each document of

generates multiple subject vectors for each group

single subject such as “engineering”, “medical

to vectorize complex documents more accurately.

science”, and “natural science” by removing the

In this paper, we firstly summarize the previous

“Humanities” component from the vector of each

study on multi-vector document embedding(박종

document in <Figure 1(a)>. The figure shows that

인·김남규 2019), and then we visually analyze the

the documents in <Figure 1(b)> are more clearly

effects of the multi-vector document embedding

grouped by subjects than those in <Figure 1(a)>.

<Figure 1> Effect of Vector Decomposition
2020. 3
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The rest of this study is organized as follows.

classification, document clustering, and topic

Firstly, Chapter 2 summarizes previous studies on

mo del i ng a re p er for me d . For do c u ment

text analysis and text embedding. In Chapter 3, we

classification, methods such as decision trees,

revisit multi-vector document embedding method

rule-based classifications, SVM(Support Vector

that we proposed recently with simple examples.

Machine), neural networks, and Bayesian

Chapter 4 reveals the results of applying the

classifications have been used(Aggarwal and Zhai

multi-vector document embedding method to the

2012). Recently, researches using deep learning

vectorization of real documents. In particular, the

techniques such as Convolutional Neural Network

effects of multi-vector embedding are analyzed

and Recurrent Neural Network for text data

by visually comparing the results of single vector

classification have been actively studied(Kim

representations and multi-vector representations.

2014; Lai et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2017). In the case

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions

of cluster analysis, the K-means algorithm is

and limitations of the proposed method.

most widely used. Sometimes depending on the
research purpose, topic modeling methods like
LSA(Latent Semantic Analysis) or LDA(Latent

2. Related Works

Dirichlet Allocation) are used for grouping
documents by subjects(Yu et al. 2019).

2.1 Text Analytics

Until now, most studies on text mining have

According to the rapidly increasing demand for

been focused on the application of the second

text data analysis, researches and investment in

steps, such as document classification, clustering,

text mining are being actively conducted not only

and topic modeling(김도우·구명완 2017; 송서하

in academia but also in various industries. Text

등 2019). However, with the investigation that

mining is defined as the process of extracting

the text structuring substantially influences the

interesting and non-trivial patterns or knowledge

quality of the analysis results, various embedding

from unstructured text data(Tan 1999). In a broad

methods for structuring text have recently been

sense, it is also considered to be a subset of

investigated to improve the quality of analysis by

data mining. Specifically, text mining deals with

preserving the semantics of words and documents

various methods and algorithms for text analysis,

in the process of representing text data as vectors.

including information retrieval, information
extraction, natural language processing, data

2.2 Text Embedding

mining, and machine learning(Hotho et al. 2005).

For applying various techniques to analyze

Text mining is generally performed in two

unstructured texts, texts must be structured as

phases. At f irst, the text is tokenized and

a computer-readable form before analysis. The

structured. Next, tasks such as document

vector space model is a traditional method among
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the various methods designed for structuring

that Nth word appears after (N-1)th words. This

documents(Salton et al. 1975). In a vector space

model shows higher accuracy than previous

model, each document is represented by a vector,

models but has a disadvantage that the learning

and the number of dimensions is equal to the

time is very long due to the large computational

number of the vocabulary used in the documents.

complexity(Mikolov et al. 2011).

The cell values are frequency counts of each term
in the corresponding document, or TF-IDF(Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency). After
that, using the measure of cosine similarity

3 . A R e v i s i t o f M u l t i - Ve c t o r
Document Embedding

between the structured document vectors, it is
possible to discover similar documents. However,

This chapter revisit multi-vector document

the vector space model has a problem that it

embedding method(박종인·김남규 2019) that we

does not resolve the effect of homonyms and

proposed recently with simple examples. This

synonyms. Therefore, recent studies attempt to

methodology embeds a document using only the

express not only the frequency of words but also

keywords of the document and represents a single

the semantics of words.

document as a multi-vector. The overall process of

The basic assumptions of the following methods

the method is shown in <Figure 2>.

designed to express the meaning of words are
based on the Distributional Hypothesis(Firth 1957)
that “a word is characterized by the company it
keeps”. In the method based on the distributed
representation, a high dimensional vector for
representing a word is converted into a low
dimensional vector having a continuous real
value. The process of mapping a word to a low
dimensional space is called Word Embedding.
Each dimension of the vector mapped from word
embeddings represents a potential feature of the
word(Turian et al. 2010), and the NNLM(Neural
Network Language Model)(Bengio et al. 2003)
is an early representative method of learning
the distributed representation of words. NNLM
uses neural networks to learn distributed
representations by maximizing the probability

2020. 3

<Figure 2> Overall Process of Multi-Vector
Document Embedding
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The method consists of (1) Parsing, (2) Word

the proposed method refers to the keyword

Embedding, (3) Keyword Vector Extraction,

set of each document in the parsing step. All

(4) Key word Clustering, and (5) Multiple-

identified tokens are structured as a vector with

vector Generation. The specif ic process is

real value through word embedding. In this

as follows. The whole text of a document is

study, tokens are converted to vectors using the

tokenized and each token is represented as a

word2Vec algorithm, which is widely used to word

vector having N-dimensional real value through

embedding methods. An example of converting

word embedding. Vectors corresponding to the

the tokens to an N-dimensional vector can be

keywords of each document make up sets of

seen in <Figure 3>.

keyword vector of each document. Next, clustering

Next, we deal with the process of embedding a

is conducted on keywords for each document to

document into multiple vectors using vectorized

identify multiple subjects of the document. Finally,

terms, i.e., (3) Keyword Vector Extraction, (4)

multiple vectors are generated from keyword

Keyword Clustering, and (5) Multiple Vector

vectors. When multiple vectors are generated, one

Generation in <Figure 2>. The proposed method

vector corresponds to one cluster of keywords.

embeds the document using only the vector of the

This part deals with the process of (1) Parsing

keyword word, not the whole corpus. The word

and (2) Word Embedding in <Figure 2>. Firstly,

vectors shown in <Figure 3(b)> includes not only

all text in documents is separated by tokens,

keywords but also vectors of meaningless words.

which are the smallest units that have meaning.

The keyword vector extraction is the process of

In general text analysis, structuring is executed

extracting only the vector of the keyword for

using the token generated by the tokenizer. But

each document, and an example is shown in

<Figure 3> Word Embedding with word2Vec
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<Figure 4> Keyword Vectors for Each Document

<Figure 4>. Since words such as ‘utilize’, ‘exercise’,

and “Gyro sensor” in the topic “IT”, and “Joint

‘development’, and ‘verification’ in <Figure 3(b)>

Stability,” “Sense of Balance,” “Reflexes” and

are not included in the keyword set of <Figure

“Biodynamics” in the topic “Medical.” However, if

4(a)>, they do not appear in the keyword vector

the Doc1 should be represented as a single vector,

set of <Figure 4(b)>. In the proposed method, only

for example using the average of all keyword

the keyword vectors shown in <Figure 4(b)> is

vectors as the document vector, this vector might

used for document embedding.

be mapped into a space far from the “IT” topic

Another limitation of the traditional document

and also the “Medical” topic. This phenomenon

embedding method can be found in that each

is similar in other documents. Therefore, in this

document is always represented as a single

study, a document is represented as multi-vector

vector. Therefore, when a document contains

according to the number of subjects in each

multiple subjects, it is very difficult to expect that

document. For example, in the case of , if the

the document vector generated by traditional

keyword set can be separated into two groups,

embedding method accurately represents all of,

the proposed method embeds the document

or each of these subjects. For example, shown in

as two member vectors. Several techniques

<Figure 4> contains the keywords “Application”

can be used to group keyword vectors, but the

2020. 3
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proposed method uses the K-means, one of the

Whereas, <Figure 5(b)> shows member vectors

most representative clustering algorithms. For

of each document. For example, in multi-vector

example, if is represented as a single vector

representation, appears as two vectors, at

using the average of the keywords, the result will

the top left and at the bottom. By the multi-

be = (-0.0058, -0.0084, ..., 0.0497). However, the

vector representation, we can easily discover the

proposed method represents the document as two

similarities between and , the similarities between

vectors such as = (0.0179, -0.0702, ..., 0.0177) and

and , and the similarities between and , all of

= (-0.0177, 0.0225, ..., 0.0657). Relationship among

them are not clearly identified in single vector

the documents is not clearly detected when Single

representation.

Vector-based approach is used. On the contrary,
the relationship is more clearly detected when
Multi-Vector-based approach is used. <Figure 5>

4. Experiments

is visually comparing the result of Single Vectorbased approach Multi-Vector-based approach.

4.1 Overview of Experiments

In <Figure 5>, each document is represented by

This chapter summarizes the process and results

a rectangle, and the keywords in each document

of experiments to evaluate the usefulness of the

are represented by a triangle. <Figure 5(a)>

proposed method. Earlier, we proposed a new

shows each document as a single vector. The

embedding method for representing documents

three documents were mapped into adjacent

as multi-vector. However, we could not find the

area, although they have quite different topics.

way to evaluate whether the vectors generated by

<Figure 5> Visual Comparison of Single Vector and Multi-Vector Representation
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various embedding methods properly represent

4.2 Generating Complex Documents

the original documents. Therefore, this chapter

Most documents distributed in real life

indirectly evaluates the quality of document

contains multiple subjects, and the superiority

vectors generated from various embedding

of t he prop ose d met ho d is ex p e c te d to

methods. Specif ically, each of document

appear more clearly in the embedding of

embedding is performed on documents whose

these complex documents. To more clearly

categories are identified. After that, most similar

compare the performance of various document

documents of each target document are identified.

embedding methods, the complex documents

When the category of the similar documents

were artificially created using the category

belongs to the same category of the target

information of each document. The documents

document, it is evaluated that the embedding is

used in the experiments are abstracts of 3,147

performed properly.

papers in seven categories such as Humanities,

In this experiment, a total of 3,147 academic

Social Sciences, Natural Sciences, Engineering,

papers were collected on seven categories from

Agriculture, Medical Science, and Arts. With seven

the web site. The experiments were performed

categories, 21 cases of two category combinations

using Python 3.6, mainly using Komoran for

(e.g., “Natural sciences + Engineering”) can be

tokenization, Gensim for word2Vec modeling, and

created. And then, 50 complex documents are

Numpy package for vector operations. This section

generated from each combination. For example,

introduces an overview of the experiment, and

by merging an abstract of a paper in “Natural

later sections of this chapter describe the main

Science” category and an abstract of a paper

processes and results of the experiment.

in “Engineering”, we can acquire a complex

The entire process is divided into three phases.
Phase 1 is the step of generating a complex

document in the field of “Natural Science +
Engineering”.

document for experiments. Next, Phase 2 is the

Two met ho ds were u se d to sele c t t he

process of generating multi-vector by the proposed

documents for complex documents generation.

method. Finally, Phase 3 shows the process of

The first way was random sampling. In this

conducting five document embedding methods

method, 50 documents were randomly selected

on the same documents set. Additionally, the

from each category. The second way is to select

performance of these five methods are analyzed

representative documents. Specifically, top 50

in Section 4.4. Finally, in Section 4.5, we present

documents near the center of the category are

a visual analysis of the effects of multi-vector

selected as representative documents of each

embedding. Sections 4.2 through 4.4 summarize

category. According to the methods described

the results of our recent work, and Section 4.5

above, 1,050 complex documents were generated

presents the results of our new work on this paper.

by random sampling and a center-based method.

2020. 3
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The 350 original documents used to construct

the keyword set is divided into subsets through

the complex document were excluded from the

clustering, and the result of generating the

document set. As a result, the word vector was

member vectors of the document in this way is (5)

trained on 3,847 documents (2,797 single category

Multi-Vector(Clustering). The core method in this

documents + 1,050 complex documents) using

study is (5).

the word2Vec algorithm. The dimension of the
vector is 300 dimensions, the learning count is

4.4 Performance Evaluation

50, and the window size is set to 5. Finally, a total

We introduce how to evaluate the performance

of 36,798 word vectors were trained.

of the f ive document embedding methods
described earlier. At first, each of five document

4.3 Generating Document Vector

embedding methods is performed individually.

Th is se c t ion desc r ib es f ive do c u ment

After that, we select the most similar document

embedding methods including the proposed

for each complex target document by each

method: (1) Gen_doc2Vec, (2) doc2Vec_Key, (3)

method. If the selected document belongs to

Proposed SV, (4) Multi-Vector(Ideal), and (5)

the same category as the target document, it

Introducing the Multi-Vector(Clustering) method.

is evaluated that the embedding is performed

(1) Gen_doc2Vec represents document embedding

correctly. For multiple vector-based approaches (4)

result through traditional doc2Vec. (2) doc2Vec_

and (5), the most similar documents are selected

Key represents document embedding through

from each of two member vectors. In the case of

doc2Vec with using keywords as dictionary.

single vector-based approaches (1) ~ (3), we select

(3) Proposed SV is the result of generating a

the most two similar documents from a single

document vector by averaging keyword vectors. It

document vector.

should be noticed that in the above three methods

There are three cases of category matching:

(1) ~ (3), every document is represented by a

Totally Correct when both categories are correctly

single vector. On the contrary, in (4) and (5), each

discovered, Partially Correct when only one

document can be represented by multiple vectors.

category is correct, and Completely Incorrect

(4) Multi-Vector(Ideal) utilizes original category

when both categories are incorrect. For example,

information of two original documents that each

let us suppose that a complex document was

of which composes a complex document. In the

generated by merging the original documents

real world, however, the original categories of the

in “Engineering” and “Human Science”. If two

keywords that contained in a document cannot

documents selected by a certain method for the

be known in advance, so this method can be

most similar document of the complex document

used only for an experiment for performance

do not belong to either “Engineering” or

comparison. Therefore, in the proposed method,

“Humanities,” then this embedding is considered
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<Figure 6> Accuracy Comparison among the Five Methods

Completely Incorrect. Under this conditions, the

though the category information of the original

method with the more Totally Correct and the less

document is not used. In summary, the multi-

Completely Incorrect can be considered a good

vector methods showed better performance than

one.

the single vector method. The reason why the

Now, we present the results of accuracy
comparison of the five document embedding

proposed method shows excellent performance
will be discussed in the next section.

methods. <Figure 6(a)> shows the result of
selecting 50 representative documents near
the center of each category. and <Figure 6(b)>

4.5 Discussion of the Effect of Semantic
Decomposition

shows the results of experiments selecting 50

In this section, we discuss the effect of

representative documents using random sampling.

sema nt ic decomposit ion of mu lt i-vec tor

In <Figure 6>, we found that the Multi-

document embedding. Specifically, we believe

Vector(Ideal) method shows the best performance,

that the distortion of the vector occurs when the

that is, the highest Totally Correct and lowest

complex document is represented as a single

Completely Incorrect. Additionally, the proposed

vector. Therefore, we attempt to visually check

method, Multi-Vector (Clustering), shows almost

the distortion and visually analyze how multi-

the same accuracy as Multi-Vector(Ideal) even

vector embedding can solve them. In the original

2020. 3
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<Figure 7> Initial Embedding of 200 Unit Documents

experiment, each document was represented as a

we can generate complex documents by merging

300-dimensional vector. But here, for visualization,

two documents each of which belongs to mutually

the dimension of the vector was reduced to

different category. These results are shown in

a three-dimensions through PCA(Principal

<Figure 8>

Component Analysis). Also, four categories

<Figure 8(a)> and <Figure 8(b)> show the results

of “Engineering,” “Medical Science,” “Natural

of experiments for the ‘Natural Science’-based

Science,” and “Humanities” were selected for in-

complex document, while <Figure 8(c)> and

depth analysis among the seven categories. We

<Figure 8(d)> show the results of experiments for

compared the results of document embedding in

the ‘Medical Science’-based complex document.

the Proposed SV and Multi-Vector(Ideal) methods

Similarly, <Figure 8(e)> and <Figure 8(f)> show

for the case of the complex document created by

results of experiments for the ‘Engineering’-based

random sampling. Firstly, the embedding results

complex document, while <Figure 8(g)> and

of 200 single category documents are shown in

<Figure 8(h)> show the results of experiments for

<Figure 7>.

the ‘Humanities’-based complex document. For

In <Figure 7>, it can be noticed that the

simplicity, we explain only the case of <Figure

documents in the fields of “Natural Science,”

8(g)> and <Figure 8(h)> in detail. Other cases can

“ Me d ic a l S c ie n c e ,” “ E n g i n e e r i n g ,” a n d

be explained in a similar way.

“Humanities” are distributed at 12, 3, 6, and 9 o’

< F i g u r e 8 ( g )> s h o w s a s i n g l e v e c t o r

clock respectively. With these 200 unit documents,

representation of a complex document that
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<Figure 8> Effect of Vector Decomposition

is generated by merging the document of

Science,” and “Natural Science” after removing

“Humanities” with “Engineering”, “Medical

the characteristics of “Humanities” from <Figure

Science”, and “Natural Sciences”, respectively. In

8(g)>. Compared to <Figure 8(g)>, we can notice

<Figure 8(g)>, comparing with <Figure 7>, we

that the clusters of each category are more clearly

can notice that the documents of “Engineering,”

formed in <Figure 8(h)>. This investigation implies

“Medical Science,” and “Natural Science” in

that by representing each document as multiple

<Figure 7> tend to move to the 9 o’clock direction,

vectors through the semantic decomposition

i.e., the location of “Humanities”. In addition, it

of complex documents, each document can be

can be seen that clusters that are relatively clearly

embedded more accurately.

clustered in <Figure 7> appear rather spread in
<Figure 8(g)>. Additionally, the clusters, which
were clearly formed in each category, are not clear

5. Conclusion

in the process of movement because the distances
and directions of movement differ depending on

Previous studies on text analysis have been

which documents of the “Humanities” are merged.

mainly focused on the post-structuring stage of

Each of complex documents can be represented

the text such as classification, clustering, and topic

by two multiple vectors. The result of removing

modeling. However, recently, the importance of

the vector corresponding to “Humanities” is shown

the text structuring process has been emphasized

in <Figure 8(h)>. That is, <Figure 8(h)> shows

with the investigation that the text structuring

the result of vectorizing “Engineering,” “Medical

process substantially influences the quality of the
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analysis results. Therefore, studies on document

method for evaluating the performance of the

embedding are being actively conducted recently.

proposed method for various types of documents

Accordingly, this study pointed out the limitations

that exist in real life. Additionally, the study was

of the traditional document embedding method

conducted under a rather rigid assumption that

represented by doc2Vec. After that, we have briefly

the subject of each document was composed

introduced the core of our recently proposed

of two types. However, the documents in real

multi-vector document embedding method to

life consist of a different number of subjects,

overcome the limitations of traditional doc2Vec.

depending on the domain and the characteristic

We also newly analyze the effects of multi-vector

of the documents. Therefore, in future research,

document embedding and present the results

more intensive performance evaluation should

visually.

be performed in an environment assuming that

In detail, the experiments for 3,147 papers

the number of subjects of each document can

revealed that the traditional approach cannot

differ and the number of subject is not known in

properly map complex documents due to

advance.

interference among subjects in each vector. By
eliminating the interference among subjects of
complex documents, we ascertained that complex
documents can be vectorized more accurately. The
proposed method can perform more accurate text
structuring, therefore, we expect that multi-vector
embedding can improve the quality of various text
analysis results such as classification, clustering,
and topic modeling.
This study needs to be improved in the following
aspects. In the experiment of this study, to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method,
artificially generated complex documents were
used. This can be recognized as a contribution
in terms of suggesting a new way to assess the
quality of document embedding. However, since
such information about complex documents do
not exist in the real world, it is rather difficult to
generalize the experimental results. Therefore,
in the near future, it is necessary to prepare a
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